What is EnergyScanIR™?
EnergyScanIR™ is a network of trained infrared
thermographers with a simple goal…to help
homeowners save energy. The service we offer
will allow you to reduce energy consumption,
leading to savings on your overall energy costs.
EnergyScanIR™’s trained affiliates will evaluate
your home from top to bottom and present
you with a graphic detailed report identifying
the locations of your heat losses.

Because we are a nationwide network of
local thermographers, we can provide a
local service, so your investment in the
future and our environment is

Only $299
*Basic survey for a home up to 2500 square
feet, in our operational area
www.energyscanir.com

EnergyScanIR™ is part of the United Infrared
group, a national network providing full
application specific thermographic services.

www.unitedinfrared.com
888-SCAN-4-IR
Ready for a survey of your home? Visit our
website www.energyscanir.com for helpful tips
on saving energy and to schedule
your inspection today!

Do you cringe
each month at
the sight of your
energy bill ?
Perform an Energy Scan of your home and
start Saving Money NOW!
Get the answers you need to take
corrective action from our team of
certified thermographers!

$299 Heat Loss Survey

Do you have drafty locations or suspect
missing insulation in your walls?
Infrared Thermography is a proven
diagnostic technique recommended by the
US Department of Energy for identifying
areas of heat loss. Considering that your
heating and cooling load can comprise up
to 50% of your actual energy bill, a thermal
scan of your home can identify where those
wasted dollars are going - no matter
what type of heating or cooling
system you have.

An EnergyScanIR™ Survey of your
home is just plain smart and allows you
the opportunity to contribute to the
Green Movement. Your reduced utility
consumption will decrease greenhouse
gas emissions as well.

$399 Enhanced Survey

According to the U.S. Department of Energy,
the typical family spends close to $1,600
a year on their home’s utility bills, and
unfortunately, a large portion of that energy
is wasted due to insufficient insulation and
a lack of weather stripping around
doors and windows.

www.energyscanir.com

Get the answers you need to take
corrective action with the $299 Heat Loss
Survey. This service will allow you to reduce
energy consumption, leading to savings on
your overall energy costs. EnergyScanIR™’s
trained affiliates will evaluate your home
from top to bottom and present you with
a graphic detailed report identifying the
locations of your heat loss.

Receive a more detailed analysis of your
home with the $399 Enhanced Survey. Our
enhanced survey is an in-depth, detailed
analysis of your home with the inclusion
of a Blower Door Fan Test. A blower door
is used in conjunction with an infrared
camera to help further identify your leaky
areas. This allows you to not only see
your insulation deficiencies but also to
understand just how leaky your home is
with an air leakage analysis.

